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Basic Meter Testing
This chapter acquaints you with the basics of testing a meter on a variety of WECO hardware
products using Winboard meter testing software.
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Setting up test revolutions
The first step to setting up a test routine is to define test revolutions. Test revolutions are
physical turns of the disk measured by the passage of creep holes or the black edge mark,
pulses, or time intervals measured in seconds. The length of a test step will be determined by
the number of test revolutions.

To open the Edit Test Revs screen
 On the Administration menu then Test Revs.

Edit Test Revs screen overview

Item Description

Rev table The number used when selecting the number of disk revolutions or
the number of test pulses coming from the meter.

FL The number of disk revolutions or the number of test pulses counted
when doing a series full load test.

LL The number of disk revolutions or the number of test pulses counted
when doing a series light load test.
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Item Description

PF The number of disk revolutions or the number of test pulses counted
when doing a series power factor test.

Ele FL The number of disk revolutions or the number of test pulses counted
when doing a single element full load test.

Ele LL The number of disk revolutions or the number of test pulses counted
when doing a single element light load test.

Ele PF The number of disk revolutions or the number of test pulses counted
when doing a single element power factor test.

Test Time Seconds If you select Test Time during a meter test the system will cal-
culate the number of disk revolutions or test pulses needed to com-
plete the test.

Entry 1 in the above screen shot shows 20 seconds of test time.
Using a form 2S meter, which takes 3.6 seconds for a single rev-
olution at full load, the system would calculate that 6 revolutions
would be needed to satisfy the 20 second minimum test time (20 /
3.6 = 5.55 revolutions rounded up to 6).

If you were to run 5 revolutions (5 * 3.6 = 18 seconds) the 20 sec-
ond minimum test time would not be satisfied.

Reasons you might select Test Time during a meter test include;

 Some manufacturers will state that their device needs X number
of seconds to have an accurate test.

 If you are running a file graph the speed of the disk can change so
much that using test pulses is not practical.

To add a Test Revs record
1. Click Add. A blank row will be added to the Test Revs table.
2. Enter a unique number in theRev Table box.
3. Enter values for the remaining boxes.
4. Click Save to save your changes.

To delete a Test Revs record
1. Click on the row you want to delete in the Test Revs table.
2. Click Delete. The row will be removed.
3. Click Save to save your changes.
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Setting up a test sequence
The next step to setting up a test routine is to define a test sequence. Test sequences are the
simplest types of tests to define and run. Test sequences are limited to tests based on ele-
ment and load.

To open the Edit Test Sequence screen
 On the Administration menu click Test Sequence.

Edit Test Sequence screen overview

Item Description

Step The number of a single test in a test sequence. Tests are run in Step
order (i.e. Step 1, Step 2, Step 3, etc). You may order the test any
way you like.
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Item Description

Element The element being tested:

S: A series or all elements test.

A: The A phase or left element.

B: The B phase or center element.

C: The C phase or right element.

Test Type The type of test to be performed.

FL: A full load test. These are the test values located on the face-
plate of the meter.

LL: A light load test. 10% of the full load test amps are applied.

PF: A power factor test. Full load setting are applied but the current
lags the voltage by 60°.

CR: A creep test. Voltage is applied, but no current.

AO: Adjust Optics. Full load test values are applied but no test is
run.

Std Mode The mode the standard will be placed in when the test is run. Make
sure your standard has the desired function or you will get an error
when you try to run the test. The mode is selected when you add the
test sequence.

Freq The frequency in hertz that you want to apply to the meter. The
selectable values are 50 or 60 hertz.

To view or edit a test sequence
1. Open theEdit Test Sequence screen.
2. Select the test sequence number from the Test Sequence box. The selected test sequence is loaded into the

Edit Test Sequence screen.
3. Make any necessary changes to the test sequence.
4. Click Save to save your changes.

Note: You can add, delete, and edit multiple test steps before saving your changes.

To add a test step to a test sequence
1. In the Test Steps area click Add. The last test step record is duplicated and the next step number is placed in

theStep box.
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2. Click Save to save your changes.

Note: You can add, delete, and edit multiple test steps before saving your changes.

To insert a test step within a test sequence
1. Select the record you want to insert a test step above and click Insert.
2. The selected record will move down one row.
3. TheStep value for that and all following records will be increased by one
4. A new record is inserted in place of the record you selected with the same values as the record directly above

it.
5. Make necessary changes to the new record.
6. Click Save to save your changes.

For example, in the screen shot on page 4 if you select record 2 (Step: 2, Element: S, Test
Type: LL) and click Insert then record 2 becomes record 3 (Step: 3, Element: S, Test Type:
LL) and a new record 2 will be added with record 1 values (Step: 2, Element: S, Test Type: FL
).

Note: You can add, delete, and edit multiple test steps before saving your changes.

To delete a test step from a test sequence
1. Select the record you want to delete.
2. In the Test Steps area click Delete.The selected record is removed from the test sequence.
3. Click Save to save your changes.

Note: You can add, delete, and edit multiple test steps before saving your changes.

To add a new test sequence
1. Click Add in the Test Sequence area..TheAdd Test Sequence screen appears.

Item Description

Existing Seq A list of the test sequences that are already in the system. Those
values can not be used for the new test sequence.
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Item Description

New Seq The number to use for the new test sequence.

Standard Mode The mode the standard will be placed in when you run the test. Make
sure your standard has the desired function or you will get an error
when you try to run the test.

Frequency The frequency in hertz that you want to apply to the meter. The
selectable values are 50 or 60 hertz.

2. Enter a number for the new test sequence in theNew Seq box.
3. Select a standardmode for the test sequence in theStandard Mode box.
4. Select a frequency for the new test sequence from the Frequency box.
5. Click Add. When theAdd Test Sequence screen closes the new test sequence will be loaded into theEdit

Test Sequence screen. Record 1 will have anElement of S, a Test Type of FL, and theStd Mode and Freq
value you selected in theAdd Test Sequence screen.

To delete a test sequence
1. Select the test sequence you want to delete from the Test Sequence box.
2. In the Test Sequence area click Delete.

For example, in the Edit Test Sequence screen shot above, if you click Delete in the Test
Sequence area test sequence number 1 will be removed from the system.
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Setting up a hyper sequence
If you require more control over your tests then the limited options offered by a test
sequence, then you can define a hyper sequence. Hyper sequence work similar to test
sequences, but allow you to set element, test type, volts, amps, phase angle, power direction,
test revolutions, standard mode, frequency, service type, and an upper and lower accuracy
limit for each test step.

To open the Edit Hyper Sequence screen
 On the Administration menu click Hyper Sequence.

Edit Hyper Sequence screen overview

Item Description

Step The number of a single test in a hyper sequence. Hyper sequences
are run in Step order (i.e. Step 1, Step 2, Step 3, etc). You may
order the hyper sequence any way you like.

Element The element being tested:

S: A series or all elements test.

A: The A phase or left element.

B: The B phase or center element.

C: The C phase or right element.
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Item Description

Test Type Three characters that describe the test step. Unlike in a test
sequence, the Test Type box has no bearing on a hyper sequence.
Any three characters can be used.

Volt The voltage that will be applied to the meter during a given test
step.

Amp The amps or current that will be applied to the meter during a given
test step.

Phase Angle The angle between the current and the voltage. Valid values are 0 –
359.9 degrees in 0.1 degree steps. For a power factor test you
would use 60, for a reverse power you could use 180 or set
Reverse Power to Y.

Reverse Power Setting the Reverse Power box to Y adds 180 to the phase angle
value. If you set Phase Angle to 180 and choose reverse power the
phase angle applied will be 0 (180 + 180 = 360 or 0).

Revs The number of disk revolutions or the number of test pulses that will
be counted during a given test step.

Std Mode The mode the standard will be placed in when a test step is run.
Make sure your standard has the desired function or you will get an
error when you try to run the test.

Freq The frequency in hertz that you want to apply to the meter during a
given test step. The selectable values are 50 or 60 hertz.
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Item Description

Service Type The type of service that will be applied to the meter. If you have a
true three-phase testboard (1300, 1350, 2350, 2300, etc) you can
choose any service type. For other models Single Phase is the only
valid choice

Single Phase: Uses a single voltage to test the meter.

WYE ABC: Uses a WYE service with multiple voltages and ABC
phase rotation.

WYE CBA: Uses a WYE service with multiple voltages and CBA
phase rotation.

Delta ABC: Uses a Delta service with multiple voltages and ABC
phase rotation.

Delta CBA: Uses a Delta service with multiple voltages and CBA
phase rotation.

Upper Limit The upper value used to compare the test results to see if the meter
passed or failed the test. Failed meter test results will be displayed
in red.

Lower Limit The lower value used to compare the test results to see if the meter
passed or failed the test. Failed meter test results will be displayed
in red.

To view or edit a hyper sequence
1. Open theEdit Hyper Sequence screen.
2. Select the hyper sequence name from theSequence box.The selected hyper sequence will be loaded into the

Edit Hyper Sequence screen.
3. Make any necessary changes to the hyper sequence.
4. Click Save to save your changes.

Note: You can add, delete, and edit multiple test steps before saving your changes.

To add a test step to a hyper sequence
1. In the Test Steps area click Add, located at the bottom of the screen. The last test step record is duplicated

and the next step number is placed in theStep box.
2. Click Save to save your changes.

Note: You can add, delete, and edit multiple test steps before saving your changes.
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To insert a test step within a hyper sequence
1. Select the record you want to insert a test step above and click Insert.
2. The selected record will move down one row.
3. TheStep value for that and all following records will be increased by one.
4. A new record is inserted in place of the record you selected with the same values as the record directly above

it.
5. Make necessary changes to the new record.
6. Click Save to save your changes.

For example, in the screen shot on page 8 if you select record 2 (Step: 2, Element: S, Test
Type: RL) and click Insert then record 2 becomes record 3 (Step: 3, Element: S, Test Type:
RL) and a new record 2 will be added with record 1 values (Step: 2, Element: S, Test Type:
SFL).

Note: You can add, delete, and edit multiple test steps before saving your changes.

To delete a test step from a hyper sequence
1. Select the record you want to delete.
2. In the Test Steps area click Delete, located at the bottom of the screen.The selected record is removed from

the test sequence.
3. Click Save to save your changes.

Note: You can add, delete, and edit multiple test steps before saving your changes.

To add a new hyper sequence
1. In theHyper Sequence area, located at the top of the screen, click Add.TheAdd/Edit Sequence Name

screen appears.
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Item Description

Sequence Name The name of the new hyper sequence.

Seq Num The unique number to use for the new hyper sequence.

2. Enter a name for the new hyper sequence in theSequence Name box
3. Enter a unique number for the new hyper sequence in theSeq Num box.
4. Click Save to save the new hyper sequence.

Note: You can rename an existing hyper sequence by typing in a new name and clicking Save
.

Note: If you have a hyper sequence that is similar in structure to the one you want to create
you can select that sequence and click Save As. Enter the new sequence name and click Save
. That sequence is now available for editing by selecting it from Edit Hyper Seuqence
screen.

To delete a hyper sequence
1. Select the hyper sequence you want to delete from theSequence box.
2. In theHyper Sequence area click Delete Seq.

For example, in the Edit Hyper Sequence screen shot on page 8, if you click Delete Seq in the
Hyper Sequence area the WECO hyper sequence will be removed from the system.
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Setting test limits
The Test Limits screen is used to define an upper and lower percentage range that is com-
pared to the test results at the end of test. If the results fall outside of the defined range they
will be displayed in red to alert the tester.

To open the Test Limits screen
 On the Administration menu click Test Limits.

Test Limits screen overview

Item Description

Limits The unique numerical identifier for a test limits record. This is the
number you enter on the test screen to select the desired limits.

High The upper value of the percentage range used to determine if a
meter passed or failed a test. Failed meters will be displayed in red.
All limits are entered in percent registration format.

Low The lower value of the percentage range used to determine if a
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Item Description

meter passed or failed a test. Failed meters will be displayed in red.
All limits are entered in percent registration format.

SFL The limit values used when conducting a series full load test.

SLL The limit values used when conducting a series light load test.

SPF The limit values used when conducting a series power factor test.

EFL The limit values used when conducting a single element full load
test.

ELL The limit values used when conducting a single element light load
test.

EPF The limit values used when conducting a single element power fac-
tor test.

WA The limit values used when conducting tests with weighted average
calculated accuracies.

Service Type The type of service that will be applied to the meter. If you have a
true three-phase testboard (1300, 1350, 2350, 2300, etc) you can
choose any service type. For other models Single Phase is the only
valid choice.

Single Phase: Uses a single voltage to test the meter.

WYE ABC: Uses a WYE service with multiple voltages and ABC
phase rotation.

WYE CBA: Uses a WYE service with multiple voltages and CBA
phase rotation.

Delta ABC: Uses a Delta service with multiple voltages and ABC
phase rotation.

Delta CBA: Uses a Delta service with multiple voltages and CBA
phase rotation.

Demand The limit values used when conducting a demand test.
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Item Description

Balance The distance seperate elements in a test can be apart in accuracy
and still pass the test. Balance is only checked when you do a sep-
arate elements test.

To add test limits
1. Click Add. A new test limits record is added.
2. Enter a unique number in the Limits box.
3. Enter a description of the test limits record in theDescription box.
4. Provide values for the eight different test limit pairs and the three balances.
5. Click Save to save your changes.

To delete test limits
1. Select the test limits you want to delete from the Test Limits screen.
2. Click Delete.
3. Click Save to save your changes.
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Setting form defaults
The Edit Default Form Setup screen allows you to create customized records for meter forms
that are selectable at test time. Multiple records can be created for a single form and base
combination.

To open the Edit Default Form Setup screen
 On the Administration menu click Default Meter Form Setup.

Edit Default Form Setup screen overview

Item Description

Form The form number of the meter.

Base The type of base used on the form.

S: Socket based.

A: A-Based.

K: K-Based.
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Item Description

Kh The Kh of the disk or Ke of the test pulse.

Volt The voltage that will be applied to the meter during a test.

Amp The full load amps or current that will be applied to the meter for a
test.

Default Select Yes from the Default box to define a row as the default test
setup for a particular form and base combination. All other form
setup configurations will be available at test time, but only one can
be set as the default. Choose the form setup record that is most com-
mon for the meter form.

Test Time Sets revolutions or test time as the default for a given form and
base combination. Select Yes to indicate that the default for a form
and base should be test time. Select No to indicate that the default
for a form and base should be revolutions.

See "Setting up test revolutions" on page 2 for more information.

Revs Table Sets the test revs record that will be used for a given form and base
combination.

See "Setting up test revolutions" on page 2 for more information.

Sequence Sets the test sequence that will be used for a given form and base
combination.

See "Setting up test revolutions" on page 4 for more information.

AF Test Limits Sets the test limits record that will be used for a given form and
base combination's as found test limits.

See "Setting up test revolutions" on page 13 for more information.

AL Test Limits Sets the test limits record that will be used for a given form and
base combination's as left test limits.

See "Setting up test revolutions" on page 13 for more information.
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Item Description

Test Service The type of service that will be applied to the meter. If you have a
true three-phase testboard (1300, 1350, 2350, 2300, etc) you can
choose any of the service type. For other models Single Phase is the
only valid choice.

Single Phase: Uses a single voltage to test the meter.

WYE ABC: Uses a WYE service with multiple voltages and ABC
phase rotation.

WYE CBA: Uses a WYE service with multiple voltages and CBA
phase rotation.

Delta ABC: Uses a delta service with multiple voltages and ABC
phase rotation.

Delta CBA: Uses a delta service with multiple voltages and CBA
phase rotation.

? Provides a help screen for a given column and provides a list of all
valid choices for that column.

To add a new form default
1. Click Add.
2. Make any necessary changes to the new form default.
3. Click Save to save your changes.

Note: You can add, delete, and edit multiple form defaults before saving your changes.

To delete a form default record
1. Select the form default you want to delete by clicking any field within the form default record.
2. Click Delete.
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Workstation settings
With the Workstation Settings screen you can set a wide range of software options including
display, sound, and weighted averages settings for Winboard. Furthermore, with some of the
advanced workstation settings you can set options for barcode scanners, WATT-Net, demand
testing, standards compare, file/graphs, and much more.

To open the Workstation Settings screen
 On the Administration menu clickWorkstation Settings.

Workstation Settings screen overview

Item Description

Open Testing when
Application Starts

Select this option to go straight to the test screen when Winboard is
launched. This eliminates the need to click Testing on the Admin-
istration screen tool bar.

Prompt for ver-
ification of setup on
new meter inser-

Shows the meter form, base, test voltage and current when a meter
is inserted into the testboard to help verify the tester has the proper
meter setup to test.
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Item Description

tion

Turn on Beeper
with Adjust Optics

Turns the audible beeper on when you use the adjust optics feature.
This feature puts the test voltage and test current on the meter with-
out running a test. This allows the user to get the pickup in the
proper position without running an actual test. The beeper will turn
off when the test is started or canceled.

Show Meter Accu-
racy in Percent
Error

Changes the accuracy readings from percent registration to percent
error.

For eample, when this box is not selected a hypothetical meter run-
ning slightly fast might display a test accuracy of 98.2%. However,
if this box were selected that same meter would have a test accu-
racy of -2.8%.

Enable Sound Tells the system to play any sound files associated with the system.
In the screenshot above when a test is completed the sound file
NOTIFY.WAV would be played.

Restore Last Test
Type

Restores the value last selected in the Task box of the Test screen
(KHW, Demand, Hyper Sequence, etc) to what was selected when
the Test screen was last closed.

Display Vectors in
Child Window

When this box is selected vector diagram are displayed within the
Testing screen. The vector diagram displays a polar graph of the
relative magnitude and angle of each voltage and current applied to
the meter.

Use Enter Key as
Tab

Selecting this box causes the ENTER key to move to the next field on
the screen. This is the same action Windows normally assigns to the
TAB key.

Computer is Inter-
net Capable

When selected this box enables the Send button in error message
windows. Clicking Send will send a copy of the displayed error mes-
sage to the WECO software department via the Internet.
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Item Description

Use Alternate
Name On Kh Label

Labels the Kh box on the Test screen as Rev/KWH and calculates
accuracy based on revolutions per 1000 WattHours. Rev/KWH is
used in countries outside of the United States.

Deselect this box to revert the label to Kh and calculate accuracy
based on WattHours per revolution.

Turn On Debugging
(“DEBUG.TXT”)

Enables the debugging feature in Winboard. WECO uses this file to
help support customers that might be having software or hardware
problems.

The file will be located in the C:\WECOAPPS\WINBOARD folder and
can be emailed to WECO.

WARNING: Selecting this box can generate large files that
can fill up the hard disk and slow testboard operation.
Select this box only when directed by WECO personnel.

Log Loop Testing Select this option to log the KWH test results to an ASCII text file
while running in Loop Test Mode. This file can then be viewed in
Microsoft Notepad or imported into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Weight Average Set-
tings

This area holds the numbers (coefficients) used in the formulas that
calculates the weighted average of the series full load, series light
load, and series power factor test results. In the screen shot on
page 1 the single phase default settings are FL: 4, LL: 1, PF: 0. If the
series full load is 99.95% and the series light load is 100.06% the
weighted average would be (99.95 + 99.95 + 99.95 + 99.95 +
100.06) / 5 or 99.972%

PC Adjustment for
Slewing

A factory setting that should not be adjusted. However if slewing
between full load and light load does not appear to work correctly
this number can be adjusted to correct the problem.

Number of Dec-
imals to Display

Sets the number of places to the right of the decimal point in an accu-
racy result. There can be from 1 to 3 decimal places. Accuracies are
rounded to the specified number of decimals.

Number of Previous
Test to Display

Sets the number of previous test columns that appear in the accu-
racy display in the Test screen. These columns are for information
only. Only the data in the As Found and As Left columns are
saved.
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Item Description

Display Options Check boxes allow the user to choose which test types will appear in
the Customer Data View window of the Test screen. The Cus-
tomer Data View window is accessed by clicking View (F9) on the
Test screen toolbar. The accuracy results that appear in the Cus-
tomer Data View window will be stored permanently when Save
(F10) is clicked at the completion of a meter test. 

Elements: will display the separate element test accuracies if the
separate elements are tested. 

Weighted Average: Displays weighted average accuracy infor-
mation. 

LL Elements: Displays light load separate element test accuracies
if the elements are tested at light load. 

Demand: Displays demand accuracy information. 

Balance: Displays the element balance accuracy if separate ele-
ments are tested. 

Retain Data View: Opens the Customer Data View window
when the Test screen is opened. 

Zoom Accuracies: Opens a pop-up window with large text that
shows the meter accuracy information when a meter test is com-
plete. 
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Setting up customer fields
Customer fields allow you to customize the behavior of the Customer Data View window on
the Test Screen. Taking a little time now to specify commonly entered information can save
you lots of time once your testing regimen is up and running.

To open the Customer Fields screen
 On the Custom menu click Customer Fields.

Customer Fields screen overview

Item Description

Customer Text The label for fields on the Customer Data View window of the
Test screen.

Col Name The column name in the database where the data is stored.

Initialize Flag & Ini-
tial Value

If Initialize Flag is set to Y then the Initial Value is automatically
filled when the Test screen is opened

Clear On New Meter Tells the system to clear the associated field after the record is
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Item Description

saved.

In the above example Test Person is set to N meaning when you
save the record the Test Person box remains filled with the value
previously entered into it. If it was set to Y then every time you
saved a record the Test Person box would clear and you would
have to enter a value in the Test Person box again.

Restore Value On
Open

Tells the system to fill the associated field with the data entered into
it when the Test screen was last closed.

If you used the same unit every day then setting Restore Value On
Open to Y for the Test Person field will keep your name in that
field and you won’t have to enter it each time the Test screen is
opened.
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Setting up test exporting
What's the point of testing meters if you can't do something with all that data? Setting up test
data export options allows you to get the information you need out of Winboard in a format
that you, and your IT department, can use.

To open the Export Settings screen
 On the Custom menu click Export Fields.

Export Setting screen overview

Item Description

Export Enabled If you want to export the data when you save a test then set the
value to Y.

Wattnet Char Tells the WattNet Data System what type of testboard the data came
from. If WattNet is not collecting the data then leave this character
blank.

Delimit Char A character that can be placed between data fields. Typically this is
left blank and the fields are a fixed width.
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Item Description

Date Name Use the current date to populate the Filename box. This allows
each days data to be stored in separate files.

Filename The file name, including the drive and folder, where you want the
export data stored.

Second Export File
Name

The file name, including the drive and folder, where a second copy
of the export data can be stored.

Col Name The name of the database column where the associated Customer
Text is stored.

Customer Text The associated field's label you see on the Customer Data View
window.

Exp Flag Tells the system to export the associated column of data if set to Y
or to skip the data if set to N.

Position The position in the exported data where a column is written.

In the above example the first value written to the export file is the
value in the Company No. field and appears under the user_10 col-
umn heading. Next is the value in the Serial No. field which
appears under themeter_no column heading.

Width The number of characters used to format the data.
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Item Description

Col Format How the data will be formatted to meet theWidth requirement. The
Col Format box provides the following defined formats:

Left Zero: Left justified and zero filled.

Right Zero: Right justified and zero filled.

Left: Left justified and blank filled.

Right: Right justified and blank filled.

000.00R: Exports accuracy results as 5 characters with 2 char-
acters to the right of the decimal. The R indicates the decimal point
is removed from the accuracy (i.e. 123.45 would become 12345
when saved).

000.0R: Exports accuracy results as 4 characters with 1 character
to the right of the decimal. The R indicates the decimal point is
removed from the accuracy (i.e. 123.4 would become 1234 when
saved).

000.000R: Exports accuracy results as 6 characters with 3 char-
acters to the right of the decimal. The R indicates the decimal point
is removed from the accuracy (i.e. 123.456 would become 123456
when saved).

000.00: Exports accuracy results as 5 characters with 2 characters
to the right of the decimal with the decimal remaining in the accu-
racy.

000.0: Exports accuracy results as 4 characters with 1 character to
the right of the decimal with the decimal remaining in the accuracy.

000.000: Exports accuracy results as 6 characters with 3 characters
to the right of the decimal with the decimal remaining in the accu-
racy.

CRLF: A carriage return and line feed used to start a new line (i.e.
like pressing the ENTER key on the keyboard).

Center: Centered text and blank filled.

 MM: Month
 DD: Day
 YYYY: Year
 HH: Hours
 MM: Minutes
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Item Description

 SS: Seconds

A few examples of date time format for January 31st, 2009 at 4:15
appear below.

 MMDDYY: 013109
 MMDDYYYY: 01312009
 MMDDYYHHMM: 0131090415
 YYDDMM: 093101
 DDYYYYMM: 31200901
 HH:MM:SS: 04:15:00
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Predefined export records
IT departments typically have an export record defined. If you provide WECO with that format
we can define the export settings before we ship you the system.
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Testing
In this section we'll take a look at a sample meter test and work through each of the steps
involved.

Testboard overview

.

Item Description

Voltage Indicates that voltage is applied to the meter.

Current Indicates that current is applied to the meter.

Meter Release Releases the socket jaws so the meter can be removed from the test-
board. The meter must be powered down for the Meter Release
button to work.

Jog Applies voltage, current, and phase angle to the meter under test so
the optical sensors can be adjusted for testing.
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Item Description

Start Begins the selected test or test sequence.

Repeat in Pause mode repeats the current test.

Cancel Stops the current test or jog operation and removes voltage and cur-
rent from the meter.

Pulse Flashes each time a pulse is detected.

Audio Toggles testboard audio. When activated the testboard will emit a
beep each time a pulse is detected.

Volume Controls the volume of the pulse indication beep.

Signal Indicates the strength of the laser used in through-hole or reflect
mode testing. The meter also indicated the strength of the infrared
pickup used for solid state meters.

Advanced I/O Used for multiple and specialty contact device connection.

KYZ Used for KYZ connection.

Optical Port Used to connect the optical coupler used in the testing and pro-
gramming of solid state meters.

Barcode Scanner Used to connect a barcode scanner.

Standard Input Used to connect an external reference standard to the testboard for 
standards compare tests.

To open the Test screen
 On the Meter Testingmenu click Meter Testing, or press F2.

Meter Setup Information overview
On the left side of the Test screen you'll see the Meter Setup area.
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Item Description

Task Shows the various types of tests you can conduct. They include
KWH, Demand (KW), File/Graph, Standards Compare, and Hyper
Sequence.

Lookup Code Used to quickly populate meter setup information. This code is the
code found in the barcode table and will set all the fields. Enter the
code and click Lookup to setup the test.

Form|Base Sets the proper relays to power the meter. When you select the
form the default values will be loaded from the Forms Default
table and the fields populated.

If the default values are not the one you want to use to test you can
click Defaults to get a list of the forms.
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Item Description

Double click the row or highlight a row and click OK to select the
proper setup.

Kh This field represents a disk constant. The type of constant depends
on the type of meter being tested.

For electromechanical meters it represents one disk revolution.

For a solid state meter it represents one test pulse.

If a KYZ connection is being used the Kh field represents either one
test pulse or one test contact.

Voltage The voltage that will be applied to the meter during the test. The volt-
age range varies on the different models and you will get an error if
you select an invalid voltage.

Amp The full load test amps that will be applied to the meter during the
test. If you run a light load test then 10% of the value will be applied
to the meter.
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Item Description

Test Seq The test sequence number that will be run for the test. To change
the test sequence, enter in a new number or click Seq? to get a list
of all available sequences.

See "Setting up test revolutions" on page 4 for help on editing a test
sequence.

Rev Table & Time
Table

The table entry that will be used to count the pulses needed to com-
plete the test.

If you select Rev Table then the FL, LL, PF, Ele FL, Ele LL, and Ele
PF fileds of the Test Revolutions table will be used to count the
number of revolutions, pulses, or contacts.

If you select Time Table then the Test Time Seconds field of the
Test Revolutions table will be used to calculate the counts needed
to complete the test.

To change the table, enter a new number or click Rev? to get a list
of all the table entries.

See "Setting up test revolutions" on page 2

AF Limit The table entry that will be used for the as found test limits.

To change the table, enter a new number or click AF Limit? to get a
list of all the table entries.

See "Setting up test revolutions" on page 13 for more information.

AL Limit The table entry that will be used for the as left test limits.

To change the table, enter a new number or click AL Limit? to get a
list of all the table entries.

See "Setting up test revolutions" on page 13 for more information.
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Item Description

Service The type of service that will be applied to the meter. If you have a
true three-phase testboard (1300, 1350, 2350, 2300, etc) you can
choose any service type. For other models Single Phase is the only
valid choice

Single Phase: Uses a single voltage to test the meter.

WYE ABC: Uses a WYE service with multiple voltages and ABC
phase rotation.

WYE CBA: Uses a WYE service with multiple voltages and CBA
phase rotation.

Delta ABC: Uses a Delta service with multiple voltages and ABC
phase rotation.

Delta CBA: Uses a Delta service with multiple voltages and CBA
phase rotation.

Reverse Power Select Reverse Power to reverse the power going to the meter. If
selected this adds 180 degrees to the current phase angle for all the
test to reverse the power going to the meter. It can be used to test
bidirectional meters without having to create special test sequences.

Start Delay If selected this check box delays the start of a test by the number of
seconds entered in the box directly to its right.

If you have an electric meter that requires extra time to get running
you can check the box then start the test. The system will apply the
power to the meter, wait the desired time then begin the test. This
keeps the operator from putting the meter in creep, then having to
start the test manually. If you are testing several meters it will help
avoid getting bad accuracies when the test first begins.
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Item Description

Optics The Optics box is used to select the source of your test pulses.

Two Holes: For mechanical meters with two creep holes when you
are using creep holes to test.

One Hole: For mechanical meters with one creep hole when you
are using that creep hole to test.

Reflect: For mechanical meters where you use optics to detect the
black mark on the edge of the disk. Light from a low power laser is
reflected back into a detector by the unpainted edge of the meter
disk. Black paint used for the disk “mark” absorbs the light and trips
the detector circuitry to count disk revolutions.

Optic Coupler: For electronic meters that have a test pulse coming
out of their communications port. The optic coupler can also be used
to program the meter using the manufacturer’s software.

Middle IR: For electronic meters that do not use the com-
munications port or if you do not have the optic coupler option.

KYZ Front Panel: For testing the accuracy of the meter using a
KYZ pulse device when it is connected to the red, yellow and black
cables. Make sure you change the Kh value to match the Ke of the
pulse device.

KYZ Socket: For testing the accuracy of the meter using a KYZ
pulse device when it is connected to the socket using the spades on
the meter base. Make sure you change the Kh value to match the Ke
of the pulse device.

BNC: Used when connecting an external standard to run a standards
compare.

Upper IR: For electronic meters that have the test pulse coming
from the top of the meter like the ITRON Centron.

Lower IR: For electronic meters that have the test pulse coming
from the bottom of the meter.

Advanced IO choices: For testing the accuracy of the meter using
a KYZ pulse device when it is connected to the Advanced I/O con-
nector. Make sure you change the Kh value to match the Ke of the
pulse device.
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Testing functions and function key operation overview
Winboard has been designed to create a meter testing workflow that is as efficient as pos-
sible. One of the ways this is done is through the use of a parallel user interface that allows
you to use either the traditional mouse interactions to conduct a test, or to use function key
commands.

When you've got a lot of meters to test, using the keyboard function keys can really save you
a lot of time, so it's a good idea to get familiar with how they work.

To see a list of all available testing functions and their corresponding function key equivalents

 Click the Testing Functions menu item.

Item Function
Key

Description

Cancel Test F2 Cancels the currently running test.

Start Test F3 In Continue mode it begins the test cycle

In Pause mode moves to the next test step and
begins the test.

Repeat Step F8 In Pause mode repeats the current test.

Adjust Optics F4 Applies current and voltage to the meter before
starting a test. This allows the user to get the optics
aligned before beginning the test.

Creep F5 Applies voltage only to the meter.
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Item Function
Key

Description

Pause/Continue F6 Changes the test mode of the system. Pause mode
runs the current test step then pauses to allow the
operator to repeat the test or move to the next test
step. Continue mode runs the full sequence of tests
then stops.

Skip Test F7 Sets or clears a skip test flag. If a step is flagged to
be skipped it will be jumped over when running in
Continue mode.

View F9 Toggles between the test accuracy information and
the data entry screen. If you are doing a File/Graph
test it toggles between the test accuracy information
and the graph of the data.

Save F10 Saves the information on the data entry screen and
the meter accuracy information to the database. If
data export is enabled it writes the export infor-
mation to the export file.

New Meter SHIFT+F10 Clears all the information using the same rules as
Save (F10) but does not save any of the data.

Save As Found CTRL+F10 Saves any as found test information and begins the
as left test process.

This can be useful if you have a meter that will not
run and you make repairs and need to record no as
found accuracy information.

Clear Meter Accu-
racy

ALT+F10 Clears just the meter accuracy and leaves all the
meter information in place.

This can be useful if you get incorrect test accu-
racies and need to start a new series of tests.

To run a test
1. Insert themeter into the socket. Hold it in place until you hear the socket clamp.
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Note: Press and holdMeter Release on the testboard front panel to release the meter. The
meter will not release if it is energized.

2. From the Task box select KWH.
3. From the Form box select both a form number and base. Click Defaults to see the available presets for that

form and base combination. Changing the form and base combination will automatically load the default volt-
age, current, Kh, and table setting from the default table for the new form.

4. Change any default settings by typing new values into the appropriate fields.
5. Make sure the Form, Kh, Voltage andAmps values match themeter's faceplate information.
6. From theService box select the appropriate service for the test. In the example on page 30 we Selected Wye

ABC.
7. Make sure the type of optics selected in theOptics box is correct for the type of meter you are testing.
8. Click Adjust Optics ( F4) or press Jog on the testboard front panel to energize themeter under test.

At the bottom of the screen you will see the voltage, current, current phase angles, voltage
phase angles, revolution or pulse counter, test frequency, and the watts being generated by
the unit.

Item Description

Va, Vb, and Vc The voltages being generated.

Ia, Ib, and Ic The currents being generated.

Pa, Pb, and Pc The current phase angles referenced from Va.

Pab and Pac The voltage phase angles referenced from Va.

Revs Shows the number of counts left to complete the test or,
when in adjust optics mode, counts up so you can determine
if you are getting good counts.

Feq The frequency of the test.

Watts The watts being generated.

9. Adjust the optical pick-up for proper detection.
10. Click Run (F3) or press Start on the front panel of the testboard (shop testboards only) to begin the test

sequence
11. Click View (F9) to enter meter data. Meter data can be entered while the test is in progress.
12. If themeter fails any of the limit checks the failing row will be highlighted in red.
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13. Adjust themeter and click Start (F3) to re-run the test sequence, as desired. The initial as found test results
are retained along with the last, as left, results.

14. Click Save (F10) to save themeter data. Data can be reviewed usingWATT-Net.

Test results overview

Item Description

Step The number of a single test in a test sequence.

Ele The element being tested:

S: A series or all elements test.

A: The A phase or left element.

B: The B phase or center element.

C: The C phase or right element.

Test The type of test being performed.

FL: A full load test. These are the test values located on the face-
plate of the meter.
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Item Description

LL: A light load test. 10% of the full load test amps are applied.

PF: A power factor test. Full load setting are applied but the current
lags the voltage by 60°.

CR: A creep test. Voltage is applied, but no current.

AO: Adjust Optics. Full load test values are applied but no test is
run.

AF Accuracy The accuracy of the meter the first time it is tested. This is known as
the As Found accuracy.

Prev 2 Accuracy The third from most recent accuracy results.

Prev 1 Accuracy The second from most recent accuracy results.

Prev Accuracy The next to most recent accuracy results.

AL Accuracy The accuracy of the meter the last time it is tested. This is known as
the As Left accuracy.

Standard Mode The mode the standard will be placed in when the test is run.

Skip Sets or clears a skip test flag. If a step is flagged to be skipped it
will be jumped over when running in Continue mode.

When a meter is first tested AF Accuracy and AL Accuracy will be the same. If the meter is
tested a second time AF Accuracy retains the same values from the inital test, and AL
 Accuracy changes to reflect the results of the new test. If a third test is conducted the AL
 Accuracy from the second test moves to the Prev Accuracy field and the results of the
thrid test are placed in AL Accuracy.This process continues for subsequent tests with the
Prev 1 Accuracy and Prev 2 Accuracy fields. The AF Accuracy always retains the results
of the first test conducted on a meter.

To open Station Settings
 On the Options menu click Misc Settings, or press F2.
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Station settings

.

Item Description

Adjust Optics Audio Tells the testboard audio how to function

On: Turns the beeper on when you enter adjust optics and off when
you start the test.

Off: Turns the beeper off when you enter adjust optics.

Manual: Does nothing to the audio, leaves it where it was manually
set.

Log Loop Test Saves the meter accuracy to a log file if you are running in Loop
mode. The name of the log file is shown on the screen for your con-
venience.

Power Off Meter
After Last Step Dur-
ing Loop Test

Powers the meter down between the loops in the test.

Turn On Debug
(“DEBUG.TXT”)

Enables the debugging feature in Winboard. WECO uses this file to
help support customers that might be having software or hardware
problems.

The file will be located in the C:\WECOAPPS\WINBOARD folder and
can be emailed to WECO.

WARNING: Selecting this box can generate large files that
can fill up the hard disk and slow test board operation.
Select this box only when directed by WECO personnel.
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Item Description

No. KWH Decimals Sets the number of decimal places to the right of the decimal during
the accuracy test.

No. Demand Indi-
cator Decimals

Sets the number of decimal places to the right of the decimal when
doing a demand test.

No. Standard Com-
pare Decimals

Sets the number of decimal places to the right of the decimal during
the standards compare test.

No. Previous Test Sets the number of previous tests on the accuracy screen.
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